
Thanks to all who participated in or registered for our two-day Symposium, From Alpha to 
Omega: Shifting Investor Focus from Deck Chairs to Icebergs. We could not have asked for 
better partners in the kick-off event for Year One of the Universal Owner, including senior 
colleagues from institutions with more than $20 trillion in assets under management and 
universities including Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard, Columbia, Chicago, and Berkeley, a former 
Delaware Supreme Court Justice, and a Nobel Prize-winning economist. 

The breadth of the audience and the depth of inquiry (with an impressive number of attendees 
staying on for long, unplanned holdover sessions both days) suggests that investing theory and 
practice is on the cusp of a critical change, and our live polling confirmed the desire to guide 
companies away from even otherwise profitable practices that come at the expense of 
people, the planet, and, of course, overall market return for diversified investors.  

The lively discussions on each panel and remarks from Professors Mayer and Sachs and Chief 
Justice Strine reiterated the importance of quickly shifting investment practice to a systems-first 
perspective, using corporate governance rights and political influence to stop companies 
from exploiting common resources for profit. In the second session and during the first 
break, we saw sobering numbers that underlined the economic cost to long-term investors of a 
failure to address such exploitation.  

Indeed, as the legal panel addressed the question of whether fiduciaries could apply a systems-
first model of governance policies, some in the audience began to wonder if the challenge for 
trustees is not whether they are permitted to engage in beta activism (stewardship that 
prioritizes overall market returns over alpha) but rather whether they may be at legal risk 
for failing to do so.  

Our guests did not shy away from testing the limits of the universal owner perspective, and their 
challenges helped to map the complementary relationship between systems-first investing 
and a properly functioning public sector. As more than one panelist pointed out, one critical 
task for universal owners is preventing portfolio companies from capturing regulators and 
policymakers, a practice that threatens social and environmental systems that need broad 
protection. We discussed how corporate contributions to inequality erode democracy, 
threatening successful capitalism. Finally, our discussion of anticompetitive behavior 
suggested a critical distinction that can be made between positive and negative shareholder 
coordination. 

We owe a debt of gratitude to all of you. Your participation is critically important as we establish 
a coalition of the willing to build a better beta by building a better world. If you’re keen to dive 
deeper on the topics discussed, or would like to catch up on any sessions that you might have 
missed, please CLICK HERE for a full set of follow up materials including agenda and 
recordings, questions and commentary, as well as a comprehensive bibliography. Most 
importantly, we hope you will continue to stay engaged in this important dialogue! On that note, 
please see our Calls to Action below: 

Following our kick-off event for Year One of the Universal Owner, we will be contacting 
many of you, but please do not wait if you want to get more involved. Below is a list of 
actions you can take.         

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17Rf9prwY10g8Ex8TWtd4HSu1URt_Ta0uWrCdNzZuuMk/edit


Set up a call with us to discuss opportunities for collaboration  

Respond to our call for papers 

Participate in one of our practitioners' roundtables, as we explore universal owner 

theory with asset owners and large asset managers  

Adopt universal owner proxy voting policies 

Involve us in upcoming events where we can build our coalition and the field of beta 

activism 

Sponsor and/or vote for universal owner shareholder resolutions 

Sign up to receive information on votes of special concern to universal owners in the 

2021 proxy season  

Join our mailing list 

Provide introduction to members of the C-suite at asset owners and managers 

interested in participating in research  
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